
Brief of the National Executive Committee Meeting held at Guwahati from 07-01-2022 to 
08-01-2022:-  
 

An enthusiastic and inspiring NEC meeting held in New I.B conference hall, Pan Bazar Guwahati 

under the President of Com. Islam Ahmad All India President. The NEC begun with flag hoisting 

ceremony on 07-01-2022, where Com. Islam Ahmad hoisted National flag, NFTE flag in being 

hoisted by Com. Chandeshwar Singh, G.S. After hoisting ceremony tributes were paid to 

martyrs at that place. The meeting started with the opening words by President. And then 

homage was paid to departed souls. In between reception committee organised cultural event 

in the hall as per Assam state tradition. The cultural team sing songs with their traditional 

melodious way. The dance programme was very much impressive at that movement. All 

members enjoyed the occasion very interestingly. 

 The meeting hall was decorated very nicely with flowers and the sitting arrangement 

was also within the parameters of Covid-19. Majority of CS’s, All India office bearers and 

invitees attended the meeting. The Reception Committee have honoured all the guests with  

garland, Shwal, Hat and Gunny bag. 

 After the said programme, subject committee started with opening speech by G.S. Com. 

C. Singh, General Secretary have elaborately explained the agenda points with all key details. 

He explained the organisational position of our union in all Circles, status 3rd wage revision, 

Examinations, 4G spectrum. CGA, Manpower distribution, NMP, functioning of councils etc  Shri 

Pai CGMT Assam Circle, Shri Chourasia PGM Kamrup SSA and DGM (A) have attended the 

meeting in between and addressed the NEC. The CGMT appreciated the work culture of NFTE 

members at fields in the circle. He also ensured the house that good days will come to BSNL 

very soon. 

 After lunch break, the subject committee commenced. All the CS’s explained the ground 

realities in their circle. All have appreciated the functioning of CHQ in dealing the issues with 

management. The speakers expressed their views on wage revision of non-executive 

employees and requested the wage committee members to act freely and bring good 

agreement, which will be beneficial to all the non-executives. They assured the CHQ that they 



will abide by the decision of our committee members in wage revision. The NEC was continued 

for second day (i.e. 08-01-2022). 

 The remaining CS’s/All India office bears also spoken on the agenda points. The NEC 

have approved the proposed Amendments in the constitution, which are to be placed in the 

next AIC for approval. 

 At the end Com. C.Singh, G.S. have given reply to all queries raised by the speakers in 

the meeting. In his 1 ½ hr closing remarks, he requested all to participate in two days strike 

(Bharat Band) Called by all trade unions and independent organisations on 23rd and 24th 

February, 2022, against Anti Labour,  Anti PSU policies of Govt. He remembered Com. O.P. 

Gupta Ji and declared that a well attended function will be organised on 08-04-2022 at Delhi on 

his birth centenary year. (08-04-2021 to 08-04-2022). He requested all the CS’s to be present in 

the function on 08-04-2022. He assured the house that he will try to conduct AIC before August 

2022 and also requested all CS’s to ensure to bring limited delegates to the AIC as per 

constitution. He hoped on 4G spectrum allocation to BSNL, some improvement is visible at top 

level. And also said CHQ is working hard on examinations issue and pressing the management 

to conduct examinations earliest. He said that CHQ is opposing the management attitude in 

man distribution policy. He also informed the house that NFTE will organise a protest 

demonstration on the issues like Regularisation of the Casual Labour/TSM’s, Compassionate 

ground appointments etc at earliest possible day.  

 Reception committee honoured Com. Swatantra Kumar a veteran leader of Punjab, who 
was present in Kishan Andolan for more days alongwith farmers. His noble and selfless work 
was rememberable.  

G.S. and the house have appreciated and thanked all the organisers, who worked day 
and night for success of NEC. Specially, they conveyed thanks to Com. Mahabir Singh, Secretary 
CHQ for his key role to make it very big success. Com. Goda Kalitha, Com. Patgiri, Com. Bej 
Barua, and other Comrades of Assam have done tireless work in conducting the NEC in decent 
manner. All have appreciated their commitment two words NFTE and notably the attitude and 
hospitability cannot be forgotten Being a small circle in number, they have done a noble work 
with braveness with determination for success of NEC. G.S. thanked one and all on behalf of 
CHQ. NEC ended with Vote of Thanks by Com. Patgiri.  

***** 
 



 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

  

  

 

  

  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

  

  

  



  

 

 



 


